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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, December 15, 2017 9:03 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR Holiday Notice & TREND ALERT!!

Dear Subscribers,
After today we will be out until Tuesday, January 2nd. We wish you all Very Happy Holidays,
and All the Best for the New Year.

In the context of needing to be available for all of the international markets we cover, this is on
our only real holiday all year. And it is only possible because it is also a time when all of our
institutional clients have significantly dialed down risk as well. Regardless of market activity,
conditions are typically so thin as to warrant much lower risk profiles.

And to get back to how that plays into the current ALERT!!, anyone who doubted how much
the strong US equities seasonal can still be affected by the fortunes of the Trump tax reform
effort merely needs to review Thursday’s activity. The March S&P 500 future was maintaining
its attempt to escape very important weekly Oscillator resistance (more below) until it became
apparent that Senator Rubio had some reservations over a key component, which was shared
by a few others.

From that point it experienced almost a $20 drop prior to stabilizing. It has also recovered
most of it on this morning’s news of some changes have been made which should return him
to voting ‘yes’. And that sort of erratic activity is another good reason major traders are
dialing down risk. That volatility will continue to be the case into at least next Friday’s
deadline for a US continuing budget resolution to defer major decisions into early 2018. All
other central bank and economic indications analysis remains very much the same as
Thursday’s ALERT!!

This is the critical consideration:
March S&P 500 future is now ‘front month’ after the December contract expiration into this
morning. The old front month (December) overran the 2,525-30 range weekly Oscillator
threshold (MA-41 plus 130-135) into early October. As a clear sign of strong momentum, that
rises to 2,605-10 next week.
The next Oscillator resistance rose to 2,615-20 two weeks ago. And in spite of the elevated
overall equities prices, the top end of that range held very well on the subsequent pullbacks. It
rises to 2,635-40 next week.
As noted previous, the old all-time high (1999 & March 2017) major extended Oscillator
resistance is another $30 higher, which equates to 2,658-63 this week and rises to 2,665-70
next week. The higher end of it is the area we noted it was trying to escape into Thursday
morning, and it will remain the key area next week.
If it is overrun, the next interim Oscillator level is 2,685 next week. And the next major
Oscillator threshold is not until 2,705-10 next week. Those are ‘adjusted’ Oscillator levels,
beyond any historic levels from 1999 and earlier this year.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest analysis and Market Observations write-
up at www.rohr-blog.com for more on the current trend evolution. Market Observations are
available to Gold and Platinum subscribers.]
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NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-
blog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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